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EDITORIAL # 33

• Firstly I would like to openly admit that I do not really like to write about or com-
ment on other peoples mountaineering endeavors, because it is impossible to comple-
tely understand an experience in the mountains unless you have lived it yourself. 
Ten years after my predecessor I will have the difficult task to replace Fabio Palma in 
writing the editorials of  Stile Alpino. Certainly he is better skilled than me in writing 
and has been one of  the creators of  this magazine founded by the Ragni di Lecco 
group. 
Nonetheless, I will try to be up to the job helping to select the last ascents around the 
world and to suggest new places but always taking care to include ascents in the Alps 
and close to home.
The objective of  Stile Alpino is to improve and steadily grow in order to publish ar-
ticles, that might not have been published before, on ascents in unknown or known 
areas. After the take over by Alpine Studio the quality of  the magazine has risen to 
new heights, articles have been increasingly better researched and the graphics have 
been improved.
The previous issue of  our English version has been downloadable from our website 
had a great success, with unexpected high ratings (if  you look at the numbers the 
online version and the paperback version reached in one issue the numbers of  the best  
international mountaineering magazines) a clear sign that the appeal for the magazine 
goes beyond national borders. 
In each issue it is possible to find in addition to the articles, in depth information on 
new ruotes, technical sheets on gear and reviews of  new books and climbing guides. 
Regular updates can be found on our website stilealpinomagazine.com and on our 
social webpages. 
As always also in this issue we will talk about mountains all over the world such as 
Bhagirathi III, Kishtwart Shivling, G4 and the Andes with the Taulliraju and Peron 
Valley, Malta and also classical faces of  the Alps, such as the Civetta and an in depth 
monograph on the Brouillard Red Pillar. Mountains known by most mountaineers but 
no less mysterious. Adventure is outside our doors, go look for it. 

Luca Schiera
Gruppo dei Ragni di Lecco
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 GANGSTANG 
NORTH-WEST RIDGE

by MALCOLM BASS
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■ A All hope had gone.  I was about to give up. Two of  
my climbing partners had been forced to turn back alre-
ady. Our last chance of  getting up that beautiful face had 
just gone. I was sad and angry, exhausted and unable to 
think.  The expedition was falling apart around me. And 
we were still in England.
Climbing is only a small component of  a Himalayan 
climb. A vital component certainly,   maybe the most 
enjoyable one, but not the one that defeats most teams: 
Himalayan plans are far more often thwarted by weather, 
illness, team dynamics or bureaucracy. It was bureaucra-
cy that was just about defeat me now. It was March, we 
were due to set off  in mid-May, and I had just received 
an e mail informing me that our permit application for 
our long dreamt of  beautiful mountain had been refused.  
Maybe I should just stay in the UK and go rock climbing 
this summer? Maybe it was time to give up on all the or-
ganisation and planning of  Himalayan climbing and just 
drive for a couple of  hours over to the Lake District and 
climb some perfect rock? 
Every Himalayan climb has its low point. A moment 
in which all future progress looks impossible, in which 
all further effort looks worthless. And on this trip that 

In opening: Gangstang with North-West ridge dropping towards camera (photo 

Malcolm Bass).

Below: guy descending south west ridge on day 4 (photo Malcolm Bass).

On the right: Malcolm on The Grey Tower, day 3 (photo Guy Buckingham).

moment came in my kitchen on that grey, cold, rainy day 
in northern England. I picked up the phone and rang 
the remaining UK team members, Guy Buckingham and 
Susan Jensen, to tell them the bad news about the permit 
and discuss what to do next. I told them I was ready to 
give up. But from that afternoon things began to look 
up, for Guy and I if  not for Susan.* Guy was calm and 
optimistic, confident that we would find something else 
fun to climb; Susan was bright and energetic, exciting by 
the idea of  searching for a new objective.  And so, whilst 
we had to overcome several more obstacles before leaving 
the UK, we had passed the crisis: we were going onwards, 
we were committed, we were going to the big mountains. 
Just over two months later Guy and I were camped 
amongst an array of  wild flowers by the side of  the Thi-
rot Nala, a glacial stream in the Lahaul region of  the 
Indian state of  Himachel Pradesh. Above us towered a 
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beautiful, pyramidal peak; Gangstang (6162m), our new 
objective. It is possible that Gangstang was first climbed 
by an Italian team in 1945, but details are scarce- there 
was quite a lot going on in Italy and India at the time! It 
has certainly been climbed five or six times since then, 
mostly by the south west ridge approached from its south 
east side.  In 2001 a team of  veteran Japanese climbers 
with Sherpas providing high altitude support climbed the 
east ridge after having approached the mountain from 
the north east. The first team to explore and document 
the west and north west flanks of  Gangstang was a 2007 
expedition led by Martin Moran. They completed a par-
tial new route, climbing a steep 600m snow couloir on the 
west face to join the normal route at 5800m. They also 
climbed the rocky fortress at the end of  the northwest 
ridge of  Gangstang, which at the time they called Thi-
rot Shivling (5324m), but that local people suggested to 
us should be called Neelkantha in keeping with local cu-
stom. Martin had also brought back some mouth-wate-
ring photographs of  the unclimbed north west ridge of  
Gangstang, which had been published in Mountain Info, 
where I had noticed them and so added the northwest 
ridge of  Gangstang to my list of  future objectives (a list 
which is now longer than the rest of  my life can possibly 
be!). Every Himalayan climber needs a list like this as se-
curity against the vagaries of  beauraccary and   politics, 
and it had done its job perfectly when we had been re-
fused that permit for our first objective back in March: 
Guy had taken no persuading that we should make the 
northwest ridge of  Gangstang our new objective. 

Reaching our idyllic Gangstang base camp had required 
two and a half  days of  driving from Delhi via Manali and 
the Rotang Pass. Travel had been slow. It was peak holi-
day season, and many Indian families from the plains like 
to visit the Rotang pass to cool off  on the accessible snow 
fields on the side of  the road. But we had used the time to 
get to know our keen young Liaison Officer Parmender 
Sharma, (Parmi), and to refresh our knowledge of  world 
history: i pods, audio books and podcasts have been the 
greatest advance in Himalayan climbing equipment in 
my lifetime, the longest multi day drive holds no fears 
for me now, and tent bound bad weather days pass by 
much more easily.  From the road head at the village of  
Nainghar we had walked for two short days up the grassy 
flanks of  the Thirot Nala (stream) with Gangstang hid-
den behind intervening ridges until the last hour of  the 
second day. 

The weather was good. Dry sunny mornings gave way to 
light cloud and maybe a little drizzle in the late afternoon, 
before clearing to starry nights. The snow level was very 
high; a local farmer told us that it had been an excep-
tionally dry winter with no snow falling at all between 
October and April and the reduced spring snow melt was 
causing problems for crops. It had been the same story 
across much of  the Himalaya; friends of  ours had been 
defeated by dry, dangerous conditions in the mountains 
of  Nepal. We spent a lot of  time gazing up at the razor 
sharp northwest ridge of  Gangstang, hoping that the gre-
at, steep, compact walls that formed the major steps on 
the ridge were not as compact as they looked. We deli-
berated at length about whether to take rock shoes, but 
in the end we decided to go lightweight and leave them 
behind. So now we needed those rock walls to have some 
decent cracks in! 
The good weather would surely break some time, so Guy 
and I, joined by Parmi, pushed on rapidly with our ac-
climatisation. Base camp was at 4200m. On the first day 
at camp we walked up to the snow line, then cramponed 
up to 5000m. The next day we camped at 4700m below 
Neelkanta, and climbed it in the morning via a mode-
rate snow slope on its southwest flank to an easy rocky 
ridge. I no longer think it is necessary for me to linger for 
long at high altitude to acclimatise. I am satisfied if  I have 
climbed to an altitude around 1000m less than the target 
summit: Neelkanta's 5324 m was perfect. 
Base camp was a lovely place to be, so we enjoyed our 
post acclimatisation two day rest. Santabir Sherpa, who 
I knew from Jana hut in 2014, cooked delicious, varied 
meals full of  fresh local vegetables, the mess tent provided 
shelter from the mid-day sun, and when we felt lively we 
played on the superb granite boulders that lay scattered 
all around. The bouldering potential was immense, and 
we would have loved to take more advantage of  it, but the 
problems were quite high ball and the fear of  twisting an 
ankle made us cautious. (It is worth noting that the Indian 
Mountaineering Foundation now hires out crash pads). 
We packed four days food, 1800 calories per person per 
day of  dehydrated food, nuts, and carbohydrate drinks 
and gels, and three gas cylinders. And then, early on the 
morning of  the 6th of  June, we set off  for the north west 
ridge. We slogged up moraine till we reached a frozen 
stream that dropped from the glacial cwm beneath the 
north face of  Gangstang. Our early start meant that snow 
conditions were good and by mid-morning we were in the 
cwm at 5000m. Our fears being cooked by the mid-day 
sun on the glacier proved unnecessary: there was a massi-
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ve erratic boulder to give us shade. Our plan for the next 
morning was to climb a 400m broad snow couloir on the 
right side of  the north face, which we hoped would take 
us onto a col on the north west ridge, so we put tracks in 
as far as the bergschrund to ease route finding in the dark. 
I hate the afternoon before setting off  on a big climb. 
With nothing to occupy me my mind fills with sadness 
and worries. I worry about getting killed, and about the 
horrendous impact that would have on my partner Don-
na and on my family. I beat myself  up about my selfish 
ambitions. I ruminate on the cold and suffering that will 
surely come to pass over the next few days. The minutes 
drag by slowly. Guy was feeling the stress too. We were a 
good enough team to be able to tell each other how we 
were feeling, and that helped ease the loneliness inside 
my head, but beyond that there was little we could do for 
one another. 

Somehow the afternoon passed, we cooked dinner in the 
dusk, then crawled into our tiny tent for a couple of  hours 
sleep. 
We set off  at about 1am. It was great to be moving.  It 
was Guy and my first big climb together and everything 
felt right. It was a clear night, the snow had re-frozen, our 
packs felt light, and our decision making was clear and 
decisive.  We crossed the bergschrund easily on a cone 
of  avalanche debris and moved together smoothly up the 
lower couloir. At half  height the couloir steepened into a 
step of  super hard, polished grey ice. I tried to outflank 
this via a little subsidiary couloir, but soon ran into ar-
chetypal Himalayan terrain, a thin smear of  brittle water 
ice over loose rocks and dust. The climbing was delicate 
and insecure with inadequate protection. In my mind's 
eye I saw this little gully in a few hours’ time; running with 
water, rocks ricocheting down splintering and kicking up 
dust, and with this image my fear came rushing back. I 
have spent too long in these places; I have led too many 
pitches of  the sort where one blown out placement or one Sopra: Guy on The Grey Tower day 3 (photo Malcolm Bass).
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shifting foothold could kill us both. Dry mouthed and an-
gry with myself  for being here again I climbed the pitch 
well as I always do in these situations: my slight pride in 
my ability to climb like this balanced by the thought that 
truly this is nothing to be proud of. Well belayed to ice 
screws I began to calm down, to come back from the past 
and to see the dawning day as it really was, a new day on 
which everything could be different.   And so it turned 
out. 
Guy led off  from the ice screw belay, and when the ropes 
came tight we began to move together. The snow was 
deeper in the upper couloir, so we slowed a little, but we 
were going well. It was fully light by the time Guy led us 
cautiously over the insecure cornice that took us up onto 
the ridge. 
We had originally thought that we might bivouac on the 
col at the top of  the couloir, but the day was still young, 
so we set off  up the dauntingly steep mixed ridge above 
us. We were leading in blocks, so I took the rack and be-
gan to climb. A couple of  easy moves to warm up, then 
we were a cheval on the sharp ridge crest, and then onto 
the first steep wall that had worried us from the ground. 
We were in luck. The rock was solid granite, often blo-
cky and cracked, and the slabby sections were covered in 
ripples and sharp little crimps. We climbed in crampons, 
wearing gloves for the easier rock climbing, tooling in the 
steep cracks, and pulling our gloves off  to crimp up the 
harder rock climbing sections. My worries dropped away. 
The climbing took my full attention. I had no thoughts 
about what might come next, I was just climbing. I didn't 
notice the weight of  my pack, nor the altitude. I didn't 
worry about falling, even when puzzling my way up the 
delicate 6a+ sections. The one thought I can remember 
is how strange it was that the skills I had honed on the 
tiny  outcrops and boulders near my Yorkshire home 
were just what I needed now in this grand arena. Guy 
was climbing equally smoothly and we made a lot of  pro-
gress that afternoon, crossing the First Tower and getting 
well beyond, but the ridge crest was narrow and as the 
light faded there seemed no obvious place to bivouac. Of  
course the next ledge always looked more promising, and 
of  course it never was, so in the end we found ourselves 
climbing back down half  a pitch and putting up the tent 
on a cornice. Half  the floor area hung down the west 
face, and the other half  was perched on a cornice that 
overhung the north face, but the belays were good and 
the psychological security of  being in a tent relaxed us 
and we rested well enough. But we never forgot that abo-
ve us loomed The Citadel. 

The First Tower and The Citadel were our names we had 
given, from the comfort of  base camp, to the two steepest 
steps on the ridge. Yesterday we had overcome the First 
Tower, but how would we deal with The Citadel? 
We knew that we would have to sneak round the west side. 
So after a warm up “breakfast pitch" I started looking for 
a line that would take us off  the crest and onto the west 
face. And there it was, around the corner there seemed 
to be a line of  snow terraces and corners that led begui-
lingly round the Citadel. A long stride to the right, a lay 
away off  a small edge, and then a committing move onto 
the right crampon: the way ahead looked open.  This se-
cond day on the route is a bit of  a blur in my memory; 
I can only dimly remember a couple of  sections. After 
the first 6a+ move off  the crest there was nothing me-
morably hard, but every pitch was proper climbing. The 
rock was more broken and the climbing more mixed. We 
moved smoothly enough, and it snowed in the afternoon. 
Beyond that I can't remember much, but by late afterno-
on we had turned The Citadel and regained the ridge at 
a lovely broad, flat saddle. We could camp with no need 
for harnesses and belays and we slept well. 
The next morning was a beautiful one. The valleys were 
full of  cloud, and as Guy took up the lead the morning 
sun lit up the ridge. The first part of  the day gave the 
best climbing of  the route. The Grey Tower was the last 
steep section that we had worried about from base camp. 
Luckily despite its intimidating steepness it proved sur-
prisingly helpful. The granite changed from red to grey. 
There was more ice in the cracks. But the rock was blocky 
and gave good footholds and cracks for the tools. One 
particular steep wall required the hardest pulls of  this 
upper section, torqueing up a couple of  thin cracks with 
poor feet until it was possible to rock over onto a high  left 
crampon scratching  hopefully on a slab. And then, as you 
rocked over, you saw it: a hole straight through the ridge 
and down the immensity of  the west face. 
The Grey Tower was fun. The morning was beautiful, 
and by now the views were superb. We hadn’t had much 
time to research the area before coming out, so we didn't 
recognise any of  the mountains we could see. We felt as if  
we were the only people on an unmapped world. 
As morning turned to afternoon the ridge began to mer-
ge into the north face, and, after one last crimpy slab, 
ice became the predominant feature: spindrift polished, 
hard, grey ice into which tools and crampons had to be 

On the right: typical terrain on the ridge, day 1  (photo Guy Buckingham).
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driven with considerable force. Now that we were around 
6000m the altitude began to play its part, our calves scre-
amed from lack of  oxygen and after each steep section 
we bent our heads over our planted tools and gasped for 
air.  We weren't enjoying this part of  the climb. Then 
the wind picked up and the snow started and we began 
to enjoy it even less.  We alternated leads, climbed in 
short pitches, and put our down jackets on.  The visibility 
was poor in thick cloud, and we weren't sure how much 
further it was to the summit. We discussed bivouacking, 
but nowhere looked suitable so we pressed on. The rid-
ge stretched upwards into the cloud, seemingly endless. 
There was some sort of  high point above, but in the flat 
light and cloud we couldn't get a sense of  scale. Was it 
half  a pitch or five pitches away? 
It was half  a pitch away.  And it was the summit.  My first 
thought was that we would soon be able to stop and put 
the tent up. I brought Guy up and we had a half- hear-
ted celebration and took a selfie; our main priority was 
to find the right way down in the thick cloud. Then the 
clouds cleared for a moment and we saw the south west 
ridge dropping away to our right and we set off  easily 
down it. We camped about 100m down the ridge. We 
were both tired, and we did well to melt snow and cook 
before sleep overcame us. 
It snowed most of  the night and it was still snowing and 
cloudy when the alarm went off, so we went back to sleep. 
The sky cleared by mid-morning and we ploughed our 
way down through knee deep snow. At one point we had 
to regain height over a bump on the ridge and Guy did a 
heroic job of  trail breaking uphill. We reached the top of  
the Moran snow couloir at 5600m and made four abseils 
down it, followed by a lot of  down climbing, and finally 
some joyous bum sliding, only just remembering to stop 
before the final bergschrund.
We walked away from Gangstang over one last snowfield 
to the first rocks of  the moraine that we would follow 
back to base camp. We sat down and took off  our hel-
mets, harnesses and crampons: we were safe now. It was a 
beautiful morning, made more beautiful to us by having 

climbed our mountain and come back down to earth. We 
had a brief  hug. We had a drink and ate our last scraps of  
food. There were tears in our eyes. The expedition that 
nearly hadn’t happened was nearly over. ■

Above: the topo of the route.
On the left (above): Malcolm pulling over the cornice onto the ridge on day 1 (photo 

Guy Buckingham).

On the left (below): Malcolm on the first tower, day 1 (photo Guy Buckingham).

FIRST ASCENT 
OF THE NORTH-WEST RIDGE OF GANGSTANG (6162m)

Lahaul, Himachel Pradesh, India  
by Malcolm Bass and Guy Buckingham. 

7-10 June 2016 
1162 m vertical 
1500m climbing 
6a+, M4 

* In the end we had to split the expedition into two parties to find 
objectives that inspired us all: whilst Guy and I went to Gangstang, 
Susan Jensen and climbing partner Indian climber   Anindya "Raja" 
Mukherjee travelled to the Garwhal Himal where Raja was struck 
down by a lung infection forcing a retreat from base camp in the first 
week of the trip. He later made a good recovery but their expedition 
was over. 
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 KISHTWAR 
SHIVLING

HIMALAYA ALPINE STYLE

by SILVESTRO FRANCHINI
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■ Himalaya Alpin Style is the title of  a book that  I bought 
five years ago. For an alpinist just to get to the highest and 
biggest mountain chain in the world is a dream. Its also 
the goal that I set for myself. This book really  inspired 
me and I wrote on a notebook that I still keep: Kishtwar 
Shivling: and Stephan Venables's quote: “The East Face 
on the left promises some very hard rock climbing”. After 
many trips and experiences in the mountains, times see-
med ripe to attempt something me and my brother had 
not experienced yet. The team is composed of  the two of  
us, Silvestro e Thomas, by Luca Cornella mountain guide 
of  San Lorenzo in Banale and by Nicola Binelli, aspiring 
mountain guide from Pinzolo. The 15th of  May we hop 
onto the airplane for New Delhi. We quickly deal with 
the brutal heat, we get our permits for the mountains and 
begin a   a three day car ride on a 250 km dirt road to Gu-
labghart. This is town is the starting point of  our trekking 
which in three days will take us to the base camp in Bujah 
at 3300mt. We knew we would get to a tremendously 
poor place but we did not expect to find so much poverty. 

From Base Camp our objective looms right over our he-
ads, a mountain that I had studied for a long time on the 

Front Page: leading in unknown terrain on the Wall 
Below: Silvestro Franchini posing in front of the well-known just climbed Kishtwar 
Shivling. On the right: the great east face of Kishtwar Shivling.

few photographs in my possession. The weather is perfect 
and from day 1 we begin shuttling our gear to the base of  
the wall. The approach is long and complex. Steep me-
adows take us to our advanced base camp that we name 
“Ortles” at 3998mt.  We continue through a glacier whe-
re we reach 4500mt. Here we fix some static lines to get 
over a huge bergschrund which leads to a 500mt long 
gully (at 5000mt) which brings us to the base of  the wall. 
When I finally  touch the so longed for pillar an electrical 
charge goes through my body. We have only one chance 
to climb the wall if  we want to stick to our chosen style 
to climb it in alpine style without a portaledge. With gre-
at surprise on the first pitch I come across a bolt from 
the Italian attempt of  Paolo Vitali, Sonia Bramati & Co. 
whom climbed two rope lengths and fixed it with static 
lines. Later we brought down this left over gear cleaning 
this beautiful mountain. We admired their attempt and 
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we hope to be a little more fortunate. Only as we got clo-
ser to the wall we realized how overhanging it is! 
Every pitch is a question mark and after a week we have 
four rope lengths fixed and we are finally ready for the 
first attempt. 
The 1st of  June and exactly one year before Tomas and 
me were standing on the summit of  Nevado Churup. We 
all hoped this date to be a good omen, but unluckily it 
was not going to be so as it was going to be our riskiest 
day ever in the mountains. Beautiful weather, its the four 
of  us, three backpacks, haulbag, bivy gear and food for 
2/3 days. Everything seems to be going smoothly and we 
get to the ninth pitch. Thomas is climbing an overhan-
ging off  width flake when he takes a 10 meter fall on a 
micro-nut, hitting his weak ankle against the wall. Despi-
te the pain he does not budge and continues the lead for 
another rope length. At this point I take over the lead for 
a mixed pitch. 
After this pitch the wall is still overhanging and its now 
1pm. The wall  got in the shade since almost half  an 
hour. Now its my time to take a whipper, I fall onto a cam 
which breaks a flake that falls right on my head while 

at the same time damaging two of  our ropes. We hit a 
low point in our morale but the adrenaline rush gets me 
through another pitch. Luca is also slightly injured on the 
shoulder by the rockfall. It quickly becomes clear that we 
will have to retreat. During these moments one questions 
his motivation to go in the mountains. Probably because 
we get in touch with the most obscure part of  mountai-
neering the one which can hurt badly. We return to our 
tents which we name “ Lookout Camp” at 9pm sore and 
demotivated. 
Today the pillar showed itself  in all its sides: hard, long, 
overhanging and dangerous. In the night among cramps 
and aches we do not believe we can muster the courage, 
strength and skill to give it another try. 

Below: the Franchini brothers in their tent at advanced basecamp. 
On the right (above):  Silvestro Franchini climbing in the steep gully that gives access 
to the wall on the East Face.
On the right (below): opening a nice pitch in a steep corner on compact rock.
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Nonetheless, we wake up to a beautiful day of  good we-
ather. At the altitude of  4900mt, as far as the eye can 
see we gaze mountains of  astonishing beauty. As we open 
Luca and Nicola's tent we are hit by an avalanche, inside 
everything is white. Luckily its only Luca's sleeping bag 
which after the previous day's accident got completely 
emptied of  its down. We laugh it out and quickly our 
spirits are raised. 

Nicola is committed to leaving here his gear, and we still 
have plenty of  time before our scheduled return trip. We 
take the decision to give it another try, we'll be back more 
combative than before. We pass some days at base camp 
in order for Tomas's ankle to heal. We take the time to go 
take a look at the Ummsi-La pass. The weather on the 
other hand is not as stable as it was on our arrival. 

The 5th of  june we decided to go for another attempt 
and leave for the mountain. The guys that  help us and 
manage our base camp are as motivated as we are. We 
all have the same age and by now we are all friends: they 
give us the energy like soccer fans at a world cup event 
and prepare for us an amazing dinner and breakfast be-
fore leaving for the mountains. Our only disappointment 
is that Luca is still injured and decides to remain at BC. 
It will be the three of  us for this attempt. The 6th of  
June finally with a light backpack we start the approach 
in the gully towards “ Lookout camp “ at 4900mt. We are 
almost there when an avalanche of  blocks of  ice starts 
rolling towards us. I manage to avoid the fist block, but 
the second one hits me in the chest and on the shoulder, 

Below: one of the pitches on the upper part of the route shrouded in cold himalayan 
mist.  On the right: on the summit of the east face of Kishtwar Shivling.
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also Nicola gets hit on the leg. Everything becomes black, 
it becomes hard to move and the mountain seems like it 
does not want to be climbed. 
We decided to stay and try to climb the pillar the next 
day. Nicola and Tomas jug the fix lines to bring up our 
gear, which we had downsized to two racks of  cams up to 
camalot number 4, a  number 5 and a number 6, neces-
sary to protect the large off-width flake. We also take 15 
pitons and an Ice screw. I spend the whole day in the tent 
icing my shoulder. I could not have climbed that day and 
I was worried for the next day. But it is amazing how fast 
motivation and painkillers can heal you. 
We only had l single rope completely intact. Therefore 
we would climb with that one and a 50 meter rope onto 
which we would tie a section of  the damaged half  rope. 
The 8th of  June, despite the weather is cloudy since the 
early morning we start to climb up the pillar. Its the 3 
of  us with 2 backpacks. The leader will climb without 

a backpack and to save energy and time we will not be 
hauling any bags. In order to reduce the weight  of  the 
backpacks (Which will contain the boots of  the leader) we 
take less equipment than necessary. We leave the tent and 
the sleeping bags, we leave down all we can and take as 
little food as possible, taking only a bag of  dried food for 
dinner and one for breakfast (Which we'll split in three).
We already climbed the first part of  the route and we are 
hopeful that we will be able to climb fast. Tomas climbs 
carefully and free climbs the ninth pitch which had repel-
led him the last time. We swap leads and I start immedia-
tely with ice axes and crampons for the mixed pitch. The 
weather is not perfect like our last attempt and it even 
snows slightly. So far this is the day with the worst wea-
ther since we arrived at Base Camp. Climbing without 
gloves and with climbing shoes is not comfortable at all. 
We are forced to climb some of  the pitches with boots 
and this slows us down considerably. It is almost 7 pm and 
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so far we had only hanging belays, finding a bivy spot se-
ems impossible! Tomas dispatches another hard pitch, we 
see that  above us a snow mushroom  leads out of  the pil-
lar. We decide to reach it in order to rest a little and stop 
for a brew before a possible retreat. When I get to it, my 
motivation rises considerably, behind me an overhanging 
wall protects this  hanging snow mushrooms onto which 
I manage to chop a nice ledge, I fix the ropes and I invite 
my companions to quickly reach me. 

It is the best and most memorable moment of  the expe-
dition! We are in the middle of  the game we decided to 
play and we'll play all our cards. We know that we will 
not have the strength and the motivation for another at-
tempt. We already risked too much with the flake and the 
avalanche! Life is beautiful and we don't want to risk too 
much to climb a big piece of  rock. Therefore we will not 
give up so easily and we decide to prepare for a bivouac. 
We split our slim dinner and at 9.30 pm we get into our 
waterproof  sheets that we took for the occasion. Nic and 
Tomas sit on their backpacks while I have my 12 point 
crampons under my butt to get some isolation from the 

snow. The ropes are fixed to the wall. At midnight and 
again at 2 am we wake up for a quick brew to warm us 
up a little bit. 
At 4.45 am I wake up by dawn, good it appears I even 
managed to sleep a little bit. Luckily it is sufficiently 
warm these days almost -13°C.
We take stock of  the situation: the weather is quite good 
and despite an uncomfortable bivy we feel better than 
the previous day. When we realize that we still have a bag 
of  dried food  among us we are sure we'll make it to the 
top. At 6 am the sun has already warmed us and the wall, 
hence I start to lead the 18th pitch, 30 meters of  overhan-
ging cracks and good holds, which I mostly free climb 
despite some points of  aid up to a ledge. The following 
pitches are similar in difficulty and at the 20th pitch I get 
to the belay quite tired I have never been so exhausted 
during a climb. My hands are cramping so much that at 
times they tense by themselves. 

Below: the members of the expedition on their return from the summit. Silvestro e 
Tomas Franchini, Nicola Binelli e Luca Cornella; 8-9 June 2016.
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Tomas takes over the lead and climbs up towards another 
overhanging corner. At the belay his shouts to me to put 
on my crampons so that when I get to him Im ready to 
climb the last mixed pitch that will lead us to the summit. 
We can already taste a nice break and many pictures, but 
the summit is nothing but an almost vertical snowy point 
which we takes quite a while to reach. Moreover we are 
shrouded by clouds and we hasten to start the descent. 
The altimeter reads 5780mt. We do not realize yet what 
we have done and we are forced to focus on the long de-
scent which will take us to our tents and another bag of  
dried food to split among three. 
Me and Tom can not sleep because of  the pain in our 
hands. Nicola is the  calmest but we are all worried about 
the long descent  with all the gear. Especially descending 
the heinous gully that  leads  to the glacier. The Alarm 
goes of  at 4 am, we absolutely want to get down fast befo-
re the high temperature might  trigger dangerous rockfall. 
We fill up the haul bag as much as possible and we lower 
it with our ropes and those from Vitali's attempt. In the 
meantime it starts to snows and we are shrouded by thick 
mist, Between avalanches we manage to get our haul-
bags across the schrund which is now almost 20mts high. 
We can see on the glacier Luca and TC (our liaison offi-
cer): perfect timing even though we had not set a return 
day. Now finally a little more relaxed we drag our ropes 
and equipment up to “ Campo Ortles” were we leave it 
mounted for the next day. 

To celebrate, our cook Pritam prepared plenty of  Bhatu-
ra (fried bread) to go with our lentils soup. It is a shame 
that Luca could not come with us, but we felt him close 
in every moment: we have to thank him a big deal for the 
success we had. I do not think I had ever been so happy 
and satisfied in my life, we realized a 5 year long  dream. 
We climbed a difficult Himalayan Pillar. Everyone of  us 
was at their first experience in these kind of  climbs, we 
tackled every problem we  faced with enthusiasm and di-
vided the tasks like a real team. With a bit of  luck and 
thanks to our experiences, strength and skill we reached 
our goal and we are proud of  this. Thank you mountains 
for allowing us to the top, thank you Luca, Nicola and 
Tomas for this ascent and most of  all for this amazing 
journey that led us to the summit and back down safely. 
Our lives are not only about climbing mountains, I climb 
them to pass time, but after having climbed them or after 
having tried everything has a better taste, life seems more 
beautiful and I feel better. ■
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THE IMPOSSIBLE START
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 BHAGIRATHI III
THE IMPOSSIBLE START

by KORRA PESCE  
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■ A snowy mid-january afternoon, I push the door of  a 
Tea house in Chamonix  to share a drink with my friends 
Damien and Martin. 
They both have spent the previous month in the valley 
while I was having a lot of  fun in Patagonia.
They shares their willingness to get some quality climb in 
the Indian  Himalayas. 
They were hungry for adventure and despite the fact that 
I barely made it home the previous day, I was psyched to 
leave that same spring for another trip.
Home to mythical mountains such Shivling, Thalay Sa-
gar, Meru and Bhagirathi,  the Gangotri offered one of  
the best playground in the world and it was very hard to 
pick a mountain.
Fanny, Damien's wife, also joined the conversation and 
revealed us that Bhagirathi III Scottish Pillar was one of  
his dreams.
The west face of  Bhagirathi III is one of  a kind, cap-
ped by huge overhangs of  the worst possible quality rock, 
didn't really made the unanimity, the obviuos pillar on 
the leftside of  the face however  seemed to offer a more 
appealing option. 
We all liked the beauty of  this pillar opened in 1984 by 
four Catalans climbers it also had an inspiring name, 
Estrella Impossible (Impossible Star).
Very quickly the Tomasi's organizing machine was in full 
swing  and very soon we were confronted with the com-
plicated Indian bureaucracy. Rajesh Negi of  Himalaya 
Hikes, helped us a big deal organizing our trip with ma-
stery. Sebastien Corret joined our team, still recovering 
from a broken ankle he made a strong effort to be ready 
in time.
April 26 th all of  us and our bags swiftly landed to Delhi 
to be greated by Rajesh who was kind of  melting on Del-
hi's odd 45 degrees celsius.
  Another important point we all feared about India was 
the possibility of  being shut down by stomach ilness, I had 
a hard time pushing myself   to eat anything other than 
chips and coca-cola, finally I opened the door to chicken 
which i'm fond of, but quickly realized we were going to a 
region were for religious reasons meat was not part of  the 
diet, needless to say alcoho  was also prohibited.

Also strictly forbidden was the use of  a sat phone, which 
was a bummer as I kinda never got to climb mountains 
without any idea of  how the weather gonna be.
Way to go for a healthy trip. Hopefully there won't be any 
shortage of  climbing!
Two days of  bus and two other of  trekking taught us to 
Nandavan an immaculate grass field at the base of  Bha-
girathi were we could enjoy a stunning view over Shivling. 
Not a bad place were to spend a few weeks away from 
beer and burgers.
The next day our arrival at Base Camp we begin ferrying 
loads to the ABC,up a moraine at 5000mt we descended 
before a storm who lasted all night.
One thing we all cared about was to take advantage of  the 
first possible chance to get the climb done, but obviously 
we also cared about the importance of  getting through a 
solid acclimatization progress.
Somehow after only a week within our arrival at BC  we 
decided we were ready for a go.
Having heard rumours of  people having barely seen any 
good weather for several weeks,  after waking up for a se-
cond straight day of  perfect weather we decided to move. 
Unbeknownst to us we were packing for a serious kick in 
the ass we were going to receive once passed 5500 mt, but 
we were too motivated for action. We decided to use a 
full day only to carry all the gear to the base of  the pillar 
and descend sleep a night at base camp then go for it the 
9th of  may.
After a night at ABC we moved all of  our gear to the base 
of  the  Pillar, we carried roughly 60kg between gaz ,food 
and gear.
We decided the route would possibly didn't require any 
portaledge instead we took some special wall tents. Well 
aware of  the possibility of  not finding a place were to 
pitch a tent we took a 100mt static rope which would al-
low us to fix a few pitches and descend sleep to a previous 
bivy spot. It wasn't the recipe for a fast ascent but our 
lack of  acclimatization, and the fact that the fastest of  the 
previous three ascent took 8 bivys , pushed us to take the 
climb very seriously.
The first technical pitch seen one of  my guys turning 
back down, I took an alternate start more on the left. 15 
meters of  difficult mixed climbing then a few aid moves 
on what turned out to be the lower part of  the second 
pitch and finally I could reach a belay low on my right 
with a pendulum. 
The mountain showed us, if  there was any need, that we 
would succeed only delivering  a good fight and probably 
amid a lot of  suffering. 

Front picture: the great view from Baghirati a great morning view on the shivling 
group (@ arch. K.Pesce/Black Diamond).
On the right: action on one of the amazing pitches with rock covered by ice, that 
forced a progression with crampons on high difficulty (@ arch. K.Pesce/Black 

Diamond).
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We were ready for the challenge and happy to have a 
serious obstacle to overcome, grateful also, for the sunny 
weather, who allowed to climb without jacket. 
Little did we know we wouldn't be able to enjoy any fur-
ther sun for a few days.
The egg shell like wall on our right tendency to form con-
vective clouds was the reason.
Always a bit worried about the possibility of  getting stuck 
in a storm we took care of  concentrating simply on the 
next challenge.
Two days later we were back at the base of  the pillar rea-
ching our high-point courtesy of  a couple ropes we left 
fixed a couple of  days earlier. 
The second pitch and the third tested Damien's aid clim-
bing ability, he aided up a seam trying hard not to rip 
protections.
The hard aid- climbing demanded a lot of  time, my and 
Martin duty for the day was to jumar and haul the two 
bags, and it was very strenuous. We only had to climb 6 
pitches but somehow it took the rest of  the day. We could 
feel the altitude, the bags felt pretty heavy, we were not 
tuned yet completely but we were going up. Seb on the 
lead even enjoyed some quality free climbing.

On the last pitch below the small nevé where we had 
hope to find a suitable bivy spot,  I had to do some cre-
ative rope rig to lower myself  and the bags to avoid a 
massive swing all of  that while it was getting  the dark. 
Frustrated and tired I puff  my way to the belay. The guys 
chopped  two small ledges on which out tents don't fit , 
it's snowing, Seb and Martin had a hard time putting up 
the tent, we couldn't get the stove to work out in the bad 
weather so we shared a single meal, what remained of  a 
water bottle and went to sleep. 
The following morning blue skies and cold weather, our 
turn to climb.
Martin pulled me off  the tent I guess we're not having 
breakfast.
"You're on belay" he said before I even had a look at the 
pitches above.
I started drytooling my way up snowy slabs toward a mas-
sive beautiful corner, at some point I dared to wear my 

Below: crossing on a dangerous snow slope on the upper part of the route (@ arch. 

K.Pesce/Black Diamond).
On the right: in action on an amazing rock pitch in a corner in the next page on a hard 
mixed pitch (@ arch. K.Pesce/Black Diamond).
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rockshoes but my feet froze immediately. I continued al-
ternating awesome mixed climbing and aid, up beautiful 
cracks. The sun finally touched the wall, only to disap-
pear a few minutes later. I let Martin the lead. He aided 
cracks who could have been very nice to freeclimb on 
warmer weather. 
Once again we had the feeling that  there was nothing 
else to do  other than fight our way up,
and Martin like the rest of  us fought for every meters.
 A couple of  hours later and after  another snowfall, I 
took back the lead and head  up a steep wall who offe-
red some more aid climbing followed by tenuous mixed 
climbing on rocks covered in sugar snow. I fixed a rope 
lenght and descended to the previous belay were the guys 
crafted a couple of  ledges on the snow. 
After another bad weather night, we packed our damp 
sleeping bags and started up toward the upper wall, an 
overhanging 150 mt of  rock who defended the access to 
what looked like easier terrain.
Damien and Seb took care of  the climbing but the diffi-
culties and some more crappy weather in the afternoon 
didn't made progress easy. It didn't took long before we 
decided to fix as many meters of  climbing we could and 
bivy. After 4 hard fought pitches they descended to the 
snow patch on which, during most of  the afternoon me 
and Martin worked, to customize a couple of  ledges for 
our tents. It snowed most of  the night but this time at 
least we slept well fed, we ate food all day.
The following morning begun with a solid kick in the 
butt, a 100mt overhanging rope to jumar at 6000 mt. As 
I jumared up the rope I marveled at the beauty and expo-
sure of  those few overhanging pitches.
Dangling meters away from the wall and several hun-
dreds meters above the ground on a tattered rope I begun 
questioning my future commitment to this kind of  clim-
bing. Once I made it to the belay and saw what remained 
of  the pillar I was psyched again. Martin climbed steadily 
up an A2 who demanded cleaning a frozen crack. I took 
the lead back  for a  vertical slabby wall who fiercely stood 
between us and the upper shale band. After a shy attempt 
with the rock shoes I wear my weapons and went for a 
long, time-consuming drytooling mission. 
A lot of  tiny hooking, smearing, a pendulum, a scare, 
when one of  the two pieces of  gear I placed for the pen-
dulum failed to hold my weight, a overhanging chimney 
and a mad rig for the guys who had to follow the long 
traversing pitch with the bags and finally we could see the 
top of  the pillar. 

The transition from the perfect granite to the shitty shale 
band, was brutal.
The crampons scratching without purpose, no protec-
tions and complicate route-finding.
Another intense shower didn't help our situation, fortu-
nately that evening the skies cleared early. 
To find and set a belay was complicated to say the least.
After a close call when I ripped most of  a belay station 
and a large boulder, while aggressive testing it, then a lot 
of  turning around in search of  a bivy and we finally cal-
led it a day.
We stopped a meter away from the edge of  the overhan-
ging west face on our right.
I crafted a small seat in the shale band , the rock being 
so loose that it was possible to literally use the tools for 
something who reminded me more gardening than chop-
ping a bivy ledge.
We weren't in an overly bad position but the tought of  a a 
full day on terrain very much like the one were we spent 
the last few hours, only to gain some 50 meters, was not 
very exciting.
At this point pain and tension was all we could expect, the 
prize to pay for success on this difficult wall.
Before leaving the belay we had to decide what to do with 
the bags we are struggling to drag behind us. The terrain 
is clearly not made for hauling. Climbing with an extra 
pig was overwhelming and given the many traverses on 
black ice and shale rock not so safe as an option. We de-
cided to drop a big bag containing things we didn't need 
any further . We were positive it will land for sure at the 
base and possibly intact.
 None of  us ever tried such a manoeuver but I rationalize 
that of  the several times I read of  bag getting dropped, 
like for instance by  two of  the parties who did this very 
same route, I don't recall stories of  bag exploding and 
gear disappearing. So we launched the pig and after what 
felt like an awkwardly long time I saw with pleasure the 
bag rolling down the snow slope at the base of  the west 
face.
Martin led us left, hoping to find safer terrain, with only 
a few ice axes for the four of  us,
traverses were tricky, but the climbing a tiny bit safer that 
the previous day, fortunately, because a couple of  sections 
were quite steep.
A couple of  nerve-wrecking pitches followed.
Martin led past a bulge and we were relieved to discover 
that a 55 degrees  ice slope was what remained between 
us and the top. The black ice covered with powder provi-
ded a sting in the tail.
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LIVE.
CLIMB.
REPEAT.

LIVE.
CLIMB.
REPEAT.
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We reached the top at 5pm and begin the descent soon 
after.
After several rappels and more issues with stuck ropes, 
a long traverse on deep slushy snow took us to the point 
when we really wanted a nice place were to sleep. A beau-
tiful alcove well placed under a overhang privided a room 
with a view minutes later we fell asleep.
The following morning we walked 4 hours until we met 
the girls, Gadju the L.O. and the Denis the  cook.  
They gave us food and water, only then, we started to re-
alize what we went through, the journey the roller coaster 
of  this entire trip. 
We completed our project only two weeks within our arri-
val at Base Camp which is cool it felt like a month passed 
since we arrived.
We learned many things about us that will be valuable for 
the big challenges who lies ahead.

***

The following day,  I walked three hours to the base of  
the west face.
I was struck when I discovered what remained of  an 
empty haul bag at the base of  the face.
 I screamed angry for having even thought for a second 
that the bag would have survived the 900 meters free fall 
and subsequent landing.
Adamant to let the mountain clean, notwithstanding the 
obvious threat, I have spent  the remaining of  the mor-
ning climbing up the 40 degrees slope in running shoes , 
to the base of  the  dangerous face (we witnessed avalan-
ches and rockfall on a daily basis). 
I was surprised to find all of  the content littered on the 
frozen snow. 
I was delighted to be able to retrieve almost everything 
from the caps of  the ice screws to the tents. We lost only a 
hammer and a couple of  cams and etriers.
What we haven't lost is a chance to learn another lesson.
Thank you India. ■ 

On the left: approach to the base of the wall; a majestic and pristine enviroment  (@ 

arch. K.Pesce/Black Diamond).
Below (in the box): the routes opened during the expedition (@ arch. K.Pesce/Black 

Diamond).
In the background: approaching the summit (@ arch. K.Pesce/Black Diamond).
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G4
IN THE FACE OF 
THE SHINING WALL

Aleš Česen INTERVIEW
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■ Aleš Cesen and Luka Lindič, two young and strong slo-
venian alpinists the 26 july 2016 reached the north sum-
mit of  Gasherbrum IV. A difficult mountain, complex, 
its true summit had only been reached by ten people: in 
1958 (the ascent of  its conquest) by Walter Bonatti and 
Carlo Mauri, in 1986 by Greg Child, Tim Macartney-
Snap and Tom Hargi after having climbed the North-
West ridge and lastly the 31st of  june 1999 by Koreans 
Yun Chi-Won and Kang Yeon-Ryong after having ope-
ned a new route on the Shining wall. Aleš and Luka had 
been in the Himalaya for quite a while having climbed 
Broad Peak the 12th of  July as very rigorous acclimatiza-
tion. Hence they got to the base of  the Shining Wall to 
attempt its ascent but decided to ascend the North-West 
ridge instead, doing the first repetition of  the route and 
reaching the north summit.

***

  

1) YOUR HAS BEEN A LONG HIMALAYAN SUMMER, WITH 
TWO GREAT SUCCESSES. FIRST OF ALL, FROM WHAT IS 
BEGIN THIS YOUR SUMMER AMONG THE GIANTS OF THE 
EARTH ?
 
To be absent almost the whole summer being in big 
mountains was a difficult thing for me. First of  all, it's 
not easy to leave my family alone for such a long time. 
Secondly, I work as a professional mountain guide and I 
gain most of  my yearly income  during the summer when 
there is high season for mountain guides in the Alps. With 
all the trainings and expedition, I missed major part of  
the season. Nevertheless, leaving for almost 2 months 
among such a noble giants as K2, Broad Peak and the 
Gasherburm group was worthwhile. Not just because of  
the two summits we climbed, but for the experience alo-
ne. I am passionate about the mountains and spending 
time there is just way of  my life.

On the left: a majestic “Shining Wall”, which in this picture stays true to its name  (@ 

F.Magni).
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2) THE “SHINING WALL” WAS YOUR PRIMARY GOAL ON  G4. 
AN IMMENSE BIGWALL THAT HAS RECEIVED ONLY TWO 
VISITS (KURTIKA AND SHAUER AND AND THE JAPANESE 
TEAM), THREE COUNTING THE UNFORTUNATE ADVEN-
TURE OF SVETICIC. WHY THAT WALL: A NEW ROUTE? 
AND WHY WAS IT IMPORTANT FOR YOU? ONLY A NOTABLE 
OBJECTIVE ?

We were dreaming about the Shinning Wall for quite 
some time. For this summer we fell competent enough 
to give it a try. The most appealing thing for us with this 
mountain was it's technical difficult on such a great alti-
tude. Non of  us climbed on a technical terrain close to 
8000 meters, and this was a great challenge. Anyway, we 
knew from the very beginning that the weather could be 
the issue here, since the Karakorum is well known by 
it's unstable and unpredictable weather. In the end we 
had to change the route because of  the weather. But we 
were not too dissapointed because of  that. It's just part of  
mountaineering, especially in such big mountains.

3) THEN THE CHOICE TO CLIMB THE NORTH WEST RID-
GE, ALONG THE ROUTE OF THE EXPEDITION OF GREG 
CHILD AND DESCENDED BY KURTYKA AND SHAUER IN 
A STATE OF DELIRIUM AFTER CLIMBING THE WEST FACE 
(ONE OF THE MOST LEGENDARY ASCENT IN THE HIMA-
LAYAS). YOU WANT TO TELL ME OF THE ASCENT TO THE 
NORTHWEST RIDGE AND YOUR BIVOUACS ?

The first day of  ascent we were able to climb only to 
the glacier plateau on 5500 m due to many avalanches 
of  fresh snow coming down from a gully just above the 
plateau. The following morning we climbed the icy and 
snowy gully in good conditions after the avalanches  from 
the previous day. Shortly we reached the col on 6500 
m, where the true NW ridge begins. From there you are 
climbing mainly on Chinese side of  the mountain. On 
the route we saw a lot of  remains of  fixed ropes, fixed by 
previous expeditions ten and more years ago. It’s a real 
shame fixing such a noble mountain as Gasherbrum IV 
and we were anything but happy about seeing this. We 
set our second bivy on the route about 6700 m high in a 
good shelter just under a non-threatening serac.
Next day we were slowed down by unusual deep snow on 
quite steep terrain.We were much faster and more effi-
cient in technically more difficult terrain, where you had 
some solid rock or ice. We stopped in late afternoon when 

we set a bivy in a huge crevasse on the highest snow field 
on that side of  the mountain. The altitude of  this last 
bivy was around 7500 m.
During the night bad weather started. A big part of  the 
summit-day we were climbing in bad visibility and snowy 
weather. We slowly realized we would have to forget about 
the main summit. Even summiting the north summit was 
not for sure anymore. When we reached the north sum-
mit, the weather finally gave us a break for about half  an 
hour, so we were able to enjoy the outstanding view and 
have a short rest - for our bodies and our minds.
Next day was the toughest day on our whole expedition. 
Two vertical kilometers of  deep fresh snow, slab avalan-
ches, spin drifts and occasional white out. All these condi-
tions required all our energy, knowledge and experiences. 
We reached a relatively safe place at 5500 m at 5am the 
next day. 

4) YOU MAKE A CAREFUL CHOICE OF MOUNTAINS 
AND WALLS THAT YOU WANT TO CLIMB. HOW DO 
YOU CHOOSE YOUR GOALS ?

Firstly, I try to choose safe mountains or routes. I know 
there is no such thing as completely safe mountain, espe-
cially if  it is very high. But you can (almost) always avoid 
climbing under big seracs, or on avalanchy slopes. I am 
in the mountains all the time, also as beeing a mountain 
guide. Therefore I think safety is the most important ele-
ment in my choice of  objectives.  

5) YOUR FATHER WAS ONE OF THE LEGENDS OF THE 
CONTEMPORARY MOUNTAINEERING, CERTAINLY 
NOT ONLY IN SLOVENIA. HIS LOVE FOR THE GRE-
AT MOUNTAINS AND  HIS HARDNESS ARE QUALI-
TIES THAT SEEMS YOU HAVE BEEN HANDED DOWN. 
WHAT HAS INFLUENCED THE CLOSENESS OF YOUR 
DAD ON YOUR VERTICAL LIFE ?

On the right (above) : Ales in action on one of the final parts of the North-west Ridge  
(@ A.Cesen).
On the right (Below): just out of the bivy tent on the ridge (@ A.Cesen).



As a kid I was not interested in mountains at all. But all 
our family holidays wererock climbing somewhere for the 
whole summer. Usually somewhere in France. I was only 
interested in sport (rock) climbing back then, but I was 
always in company of  alpinists and after I turned 16, I 
started to climb in mountains on my own. I believe the 
most important thing I learned from my father was how 
to approach to alpinism in a rational way. How to be pa-
tient and how to react in critical situations.
 

6) WHAT DOES ALES IN LIFE? WHAT IS YOUR TYPI-
CAL DAY IN SLOVENIA ?

To make a living I work as a mountain guide. A lot in 
western Alps (France, Switzerland), much more that at 
home. At home I often enjoy mountains just for my self, 
often on easy routes and sometimes just by my self. In 
between I try to spent as much time as possible with my 
family. This is important to me, especially since I am very 
often away from home for quite a long time. ■
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MOUNT CIVETTA 
A sky full of stars

BY  TOM BALLARD
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MOUNT CIVETTA 
A sky full of stars

■ A little after 10pm on 25th of  August I was lying in my 
sleeping bag and gazing up at the magnificent display of  
stars. The milky way was particularly visible, to say that it 
was a clear night was somewhat of  an understatement! I 
wriggle a little to try and get more comfortable, but there 
is a stone gutting into my back, if  I move a bit this way…
ahh that’s better. Marcin is also tucked up in his sleeping 
bag nearby. We are both dog tired. Why? We have just 
spent two days on the immense North West Face of  Mon-
te Civetta, opening a new route (well mostly new!), but let 
me go back a bit, to almost one month ago….
Marcin was invited to participate in the Karl Unterkir-
cher Awards in Val Gardena, just over the ‘hill’ from me, 
through our common sponsor we arranged to climb toge-
ther, and Marcin (‘Yeti’) has an unending passion for new 
routes, I searched my memory banks and looking at the 
unpromising weather forecast, chose a line. We met very 
early in Mazzin and then walked up through the woods 
of  Val Udai, along a ‘secret’ hunters path where the wet 
grass had our shoes sodden within a few paces and under 
a grey blanket of  cloud. In fact, we had a rain shower just 
as we were gearing up, dampening both our spirits and 
the rock! Somehow we got away with climbing this new 
seven pitch route up an attractive pillar sprouting out of  
Mantello. At noon we said our goodbyes and hoped to do 
something similar soon…

Marcin had spotted a possible new route on Civetta. 
Cool! (Slightly ironic that one of  the ascents awarded also 
in Karl Unterkircher Awards was the new route on Ci-
vetta put up by the young ‘Gardenesi’!) Marcin had time 
towards end of  August, fingers crossed for the weather!
Skip forward a few weeks…Marcin drove ten hours from 
Poland to meet me in my Val di Fassa ‘basecamp’. We 
sorted and packed the gear under the warm afternoon 
sun. and then drove towards our goal. The North West 
Face of  Civetta was bathed in glorious early evening light 
as we crossed Passo Fedaia. We spent the night in Val 
Corpassa. The stargazing was brilliant! 
At 3am I woke up Marcin, “3am, already?” he asked 
with bleary eyes! We breakfasted under the moonlight 
and then shouldered worryingly heavy packs and set off ! 
Five years ago I had been staying in this valley a few days 
whilst I soloed on Torre Venezia and others. That was my 
first ‘Dolomite Summer’ and I had only done a handful 
of  ‘vie’. As is my way I would head off  early, to solo, avoi-
ding the ‘crowds’, but experiencing cold fingers! I needed 
to carry a light rope for the descent, so I had on a harness 

In the following pages: Tom Ballard climbing a new route on Civetta (@ arch. T.Ballard).
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and ‘sling’. I don’t know why but I decided to clip into 
(not ‘weight’) the old piece of  ‘tat’ that was spanning the 
crux move. I felt blindly for a pocket, cold fingers only 
finding the edge, made a big step across and suddenly I 
was falling... only to be stopped one meter lower by the 
sling! The hold had broken! I was daggling in space. I 
quickly pulled back onto the rock and finished the pitch. I 
was starting to shiver violently, and not from the cold. As 
soon as there was a ledge I pulled on more clothes. The 
rest of  the route I climbed unbelievably cautiously, every 
hold suspect! I remember feeling quite numb as I walked 
down. “If  I hadn’t clipped in?” I kept asking myself. One 
of  my ‘nine lives’ surely used up! However, the next day I 
went soloing again…
Finally, we are nearly at the wall, the dawn has done its 
thing, dawned, and we can start to pick out our line on 
this huge shadowy face.
About 7.30am and I start to climb the first pitch, my 
rucksack is big and bulky, I wonder how I will manage to 
free climb with it. We join the Solleder route for 150m of  
mostly 3rd grade, leading to the “much photograghed” 

red flake. This alarmingly doesn’t actually look attached 
to the wall! I pull on it anyway…
Now we leave the Solleder behind, with a long traver-
se rightwards, emptiness beneath my feet, I struggle to 
keep my shoes stuck to the good but dirty footholds as I 
unearth holds and gear placements. This turned out to 
be both one of  the key pitches and the hardest actual 
climbing of  the route. 
A couple of  chimney/corners that we had spied from be-
low were linked together with surprisingly tame traverses. 
We found easier angled ground as the afternoon sun be-
gan to warm us.
Thirsty, we fixed a rope across to collect water from the 
rapidly melting snowfield. We decided here we would 
bivy. But first to climb one more pitch. I tried to ‘free 
climb’ but found friable rock, and without protection, 
in the overhanging corner. I tried to climb around this, 
but standing with a wobbly skyhook below my feet as my 
only protection and without further means to regain the 
corner…I climbed carefully down. Time for a different 
approach. I hammered a long thin peg into soft rock and 
praying that it would hold, leaned out to place the next 
piece. Four aid moves later and I was back to free clim-
bing, passing a huge natural thread, providing a jug and 
welcome protection!  I abseiled back down as the last of  
the orange evening sunlight was fading and we set about 
our bivy and some food! The lights of  Alleghe adding 
different hues to the wonderful sky on display.
We woke at 5am the next morning. 
Just as the first light of  the day was beginning, I set off  to 
‘free’ the pitch. 
The next rope length was up a strange corner, quite wet 
(Marcin seemed to get all the wet pitches).  
After I had climbed a fairly straightforward pitch I set up 
a belay. We swapped rucksacks and gear and Marcin hea-
ded off  above me, after he had pulled over a bulge he was 
on easier ground, then the stones started to rain down on 
me! I tried to weave and dodge. Cowering under my hel-
met. But there is only so far you can move whilst attached 
to a belay! Thunk, thunk, thud, went the stones on my 
head and body. The North East Face is a cold place un-
til the evening, so my warm clothes gave me some scant 
protection! I have quite a few dints in my helmet now too!
Higher we began the ‘headwall’. First with a nice ‘wall’ 
pitch where holds seemed to appear just as you needed 
them! Then began a series of  cracks and corners, passing 
close to a huge ‘blade’ like feature. Underneath the final 
overhanging wall, we had the choice to traverse left or 
right, we chose right. The final wall is as a huge piece 
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of  overhanging rock, very blank and solid looking. There 
did seem to be a way through, but requiring a lot of  aid 
kit and more importantly time! We were too tired and 
thirsty and so slinked off.
Some easy but wild traverses led us to and past a big wet 
corner, a few old pegs showing us that people had pas-
sed here before. The rock became solid and sculptured, a 
pleasure to climb on. A chimney soared above us to what 
we hoped was easier ground and the summit, hopefully 
please soon the summit!
Just before 8pm we were indeed finally at the top. Phew. 
As with any alpine type climbing (perhaps I speak for 
myself) whilst actually climbing you (i) just want it to be 
over…and when it’s over…you (i) just want to do it all 
over again! (after binge eating and a swim in the river of  
course!).
We started the descent, as soon as we found a patch of  
snow we lit the stove and drank brew after brew after 
brew. It was dark as we continued our descent. The he-
adtorch beams piercing the blackness that is night. We 

headed down the seemingly endless Via Ferrata Tissi. As 
soon as it was flat enough we dumped our kit out of  the 
sacks and crawled into our sleeping bags…and now back 
to stargazing….Goodnight!

The route was ‘logical’, linking up natural features. The 
rock, well nice in some places, friable in others, many lar-
ge blocks sitting perched just ready to fall… Only 6 pegs 
were left behind. A double set of  Friends, full set off  Tri-
cams, selection of  pegs, are needed. Indispensable was a 
large “tomahawk” piton, and also smaller “pecker” type 
pitons. ■
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■ What do you do, if  you see a 30 meter crack in a roof ? 
Probably the best thing to do is ignore it. Or repair it! 
What did I do? I ignored it. I was a child and climbing 
was not very well advanced at that time. I forgot about 
it on purpose. The human mind although an imperfect 
computer, has some interesting safety valves, memory 
lapses are one of  them. The route 'Bernd' is a 30 meter 
crack that splits a roof  on the tiny island of  Gozo, and 
it is incredibly beautiful. It might be the most beautiful 
route I have ever done, but there were good reasons to 
ignore it. One of  the reasons is that the crack gets very 
big, and very small, and finally seems to disappear for 
seven meters. It doesn't look possible to free climb, it lo-
oks almost possible, but then its easy to say "no, its too 
hard!". For many years I didn't live on Gozo, and it was 
a faraway place, locked in my childhood mind, where 
everything was bigger than in reality. When I moved back 
to Gozo (next to the island of  Malta) my memory did-
n't seem trustworthy. How big was that monster crack? 
Was it possible? For a few years I couldn't even find it. 
There are many caves on the island, and I had seen the 
route from a boat. Where was it? I began to ponder as I 
increasingly felt angry at not being able to locate it. Like 
Gandalf  looking for the Ring of  Rings. After all I was 
famous for finding, but failing to climb 'Centuary Crack' 
in UTAH USA. 'Centuary Crack' might be the hardest 
roof  crack in the world. Difficulty sells magazines, and 
makes firm reputations, but I had actually gave 'Centuary 
Crack' away to the Wide boys-two talented English clim-
bers. Why did I give it away? Well I tried it several times, 
and couldn't do it. You needed a four wheel drive car, and 
four hours off  road, a big plane ticket, and above all you 
must be stronger than steel in the core muscles, and have 
a willing partner. Alas my partner, my wife at the time 
lost patience with the hours I spent cleaning it of  loose 
rock and dirt, and then trying it over a few visits. She also 

Malta • Bernd the crack
by STEVIE HASTON

(All pictures about “Bernd the crack” come from Stevie Haston/Grivel archive) 

nearly died once in the May heat, 50° Centigrade in this 
low white canyon. Naturally she was fed up with sitting 
in the back of  a cave staring at the blue sky, and dre-
aming of  climbing the numerous Sandstone towers this 
area is famous for. Plus there was work. Although a full 
time climber, I was sponsored more for my Alpine and 
ice climbing prowess, not this strange climbing technique 
called 'Off  Width' climbing (wide crack climbing). Cen-
tuary was all Off  Width, perhaps the best example of  this 
in the world. "I kid you not" and I gave it away. 
You can't give away what you can't find, so I started 
swimming around all the caves on the West coast and the 
North coast of  the island of  Gozo. The island is small, 
but there is about five kilometers of  sea cliff  there. In the 
mean time, I fell in love with the sea, the sky, the two blues 
of  the Mediterranean, cliffs of  orange and grey, cream 
and black. It was fun. But finaly I found the mighty crack, 
and despair struck me. It looked too hard, I was rather 
hoping the young climber had mistaken a pussycat for a 
tiger but this crack through this mighty roof  looked im-
possible. But it was really pretty, I was not wrong there. 
The light bounced around the roof  sparkling off  the sea, 
it was a mesmerising place. Was it possible? 'Centuary 
Crack' was possible, but as it turned out, not for me. I put 
a lot of  effort into it, and in the end gave it away! Was 
this crack going to be the same? The crack now had a 
name, this is always a bad sign with me, when I give rou-
tes a name, they cease to be animals, and become pets or 
friends. Slowly this crack 'Bernd' was keeping me awake 
at night. 
If  you are an ordinary climber you might not understand 
the obsession that grabs certain unfortunate climbers, but 
nearly all climbers are faced with this bone hard desi-
re from time to time. With me, I am afraid it can reach 
very disturbing levels. 'Bernd' began to haunt me. I hadn't 
even tried it, and it possessed me already.
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Swimming underneath the route I would think about the 
complexities of  trying . From the back of  the cave it is 60 
meters, at least, to the outside world, but from a very nice 
ledge on one side it is about 30 meters. From the vey back 
it's a wall climb, wet with humidity, and although very 
pretty with its cathedral like vaulting above and striking 
shapes, it's different from the last 30 meters. Perhaps so-
meone one day will do it as a first part, I freely give this 
part away, no regrets. I firmly became entranced with the 
half  that was in the light, the brutal crack.  
There are climbs and there is the politics of  free climbing. 
Although we believe that we climbers are all anarchists, 
and free spirits, the reality is we are bound up in rules, in 
measuring things, and thus ourselves. This climb 'Bernd' 
being a crack, and probably one of  the best cracks in the 
world, would have to be done with Camming devices and 
nuts. Why? Well that's just really an ethic in the USA and 
the UK, although the practice is sometimes adhered to 
in other places. Is it a good ethic? Perhaps, maybe, who 
knows! What does it mean? It means that the crack will 
only be enjoyed by a few! Only those who have the re-
quired gear, who have the time to learn the Trad clim-
bing process, and don't mind breaking, and in the case 
of  this route 'Bernd', dropping lots of  equipment in the 
sea! Does Trad climbing make the whole process more 
enjoyable, or more interesting? Some people say "yes!", 
I say "sometimes". For me it can be a nuisance, more on 
my humid island than else where, because the salt eats 
aluminium and steel, and I don't have much gear nowa-
days. What did it mean specifically with 'Bernd'? It meant 
the route was harder, and took longer than its 8b+ would 
suggest, it meant it hurt more. So what other politics? 
On a crack like this, on the first ascent all protection gear 
is supposed to be placed on lead, not left in the crack. 
If  you leave your gear in place it's called Pink point, a 
funny reminder of  Red point, which is what you call a 
successful lead of  a route on bolts! Anyway on 'Bernd', 
the route had to be done in the finest, best style, because 
the route just deserved it, it's magnificent, and it would 
probably be my last big climb. I personally wanted to go 
out with a bang.
Where does the route name 'Bernd' come from? Ah, well, 
there is a great climber called Bernd Arnold from former 
East Germany, who I personally admire very much, some 
of  my friends like Kurt Albert (who invented the term 
Red point), Henry Barber and Mr Wolfgang Güllich 
and Stephan Glowacz share my opinion too, and think 
he should be celebrated for his gifts to climbing on Elbe 
Sandstone. In my long career I have been very lucky and 
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climbed with many great climbers but one of  the most 
important was climbing with Bernd Arnold and climbing 
on Elbe Sandstone. Elbe Sandstone holds a unique place 
in the progress of  rock climbing, and pre second World 
war was very much ahead of  the rest of  the world! On 
a recent trip to Gozo, Bernd Arnold and I climbed on 
the cliff  where this crack lives, and he was struck by the 
texture of  the rock, and it's pockets, and the way you have 
to climb it. "All reminiscent of  Elbe Sandstone!" he said.
So enough politics and history. Back to the crack! On my 
first visit I wanted to find out if  most of  the crack was 
even remotely possible before I invested perhaps months 
of  my time on it. I took a tennis ball attached a thin rope, 
and tried to throw the ball over a big stone that is stuck in 
the crack. It didn't work, hours of  throwing the ball, all 
kinds of  back hand, under hand, cowboy stuff, it all fai-
led. A few days later, success! With the thin rope I pulled a 
thicker one, and then ascended the rope on Jumar clamps 
and looked at the crack. “It looks easy!” I rejoiced. The 
last seven meters weren't visible, but I reasoned comple-
tely irrationally that I would be able to do it, even if  it 
was very bouldery and tricky. I started trying it from this 
stone, wedged in the crack, ignoring the first dangerous 
and unlooked-at part. I wanted to come to grips with the 
crack, and thus ignored the first seven and last seven me-
ters! A famous Chinese man once said that every journey 
starts with the first step, and my first steps were off  this 
stone wedged by some miracle upside down in this mira-
cle of  a crack! I enlisted a very strong climber Jeff  Camil-
leri to help me, he lives on Malta and like me has done 
most of  the routes on his island. We took turns belaying 
each other on the wedged stone, and getting our heads 
bashed when the leader would suddenly plummet. Jeff  
was optimistic, but being more sensible than me pointed 
to the first seven meters. We tried it, and failed! I refused 
to get worried, it looked possible so it would go! Time, 
unfortunately became a problem, because in the summer, 
the heat and humidity renders hard climbing super pro-
blematic. I began to try the end of  the roof  by myself, 
on a rope from above, and aid climbing backwards on 
cams. I took hundreds of  falls. But if  I climbed the nor-
mal way from the bottom I was too tired to try the strange 
sequence of  moves where the crack closed down, and you 
climb on pockets. Anyway to cut a very long story a bit 
shorter, it all worked in the end. The start was harder 
than it should have been, because the protection was not 
great, and you could hit the ledge if  you fell off. There 
was also a few hard meters in the middle of  the easy bit, 
the slightest bit of  humidity, and it was impossible, and it 

was a weird sideways fall which threatened to slice the top 
of  your head off, like a knife does to an egg at breakfast! 
 All in all, an epic climb! 8b+ I think, harder than the 
very famous 'Green Spit' in Val de Orco. Quality wise 
its staggering, the colours are deep, the pain you suffer 
makes every thing more vivid. The decision not to place 
bolts I think was elitist, but probably the right one. Only 
time will tell. Am I happy? Yes a little content, and a bit 
proud. Is that bad? I leave the story with you.

I would like to thank Alex and Richard for their patience 
for belaying me as well as Grivel, Edelweiss and Scarpa 
for their support. ■
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 PERÙ 

JOYS AND TEARS 
ON CORDILLERA BLANCA

by STEVE SKELTON
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PARON VALLEY

■ Death in the mountains comes quick, unannounced, 
just boom and your gone. Boom! A crevasse falls from 
above, hits you and your gone. That's what we learned 
while climbing a new line on Caraz 4 in Peru. Only we 
weren’t gone. I felt the impact but I was still alive, there 
next to my climbing partner Ben Dare. We were saved by 
our only sawn in half  1.5 foot snow stake. My helmet was 
shattered and my shoulder felt dislocated, but I hugged 
Ben anyway.
We were alive and we had to get the hell out of  there. 
In this case the safest way out of  danger, was up, and so 
we climbed another two pitches until we hit a rock band 
below the overhanging cornice which forms the sugary 
summit of  Caraz 4. Many routes in Peru finish below 
the summit, at least for mortals like us and now I under-
stand why; the peaks can be impossible to protect powder 
mushrooms of  snow.
We were 5 days into a 5 week trip and I had gone to 
5600m too quickly. The night before the climb I worried 
I had AMS. Then on the climb I was slow, lethargic and 
weak. I could still handle the carbiners and climb though 
so I persevered for the good of  the team. 5600m wouldn't 
kill me I thought. The climbing was fun and the position 

was fantastic. We were on a shady south face, high in the 
Paron Valley next to some of  Peru's most famous and be-
autiful peaks. This was supposed to be a warm up climb, 
but the mountain had just tried to kill us. 'Welcome to 
Peru.' I thought. 
After reaching what we somehow determined to be 'the 
end of  the climb' we bailed, keeping close to the sides of  
the gully, leaving stoppers in the rock for rap anchors. 
Happily back on flat ground we stashed our gear, left our 
tent and bailed back down to the valley. Our bodies were 
on autopilot as our feet carried our minds down the mo-
raine, back to a cooked meal at our basecamp deep in the 
valley below. 
We were part of  a 12-person expedition from New Ze-
aland. Most of  the group was part of  the New Zealand 
Alpine Team which included the old, hardened, grisly 
and strong mentors with the young, soft, loose and strong 
mentees. We had two cooks and a plethora of  agendas. 

Opening page: descending from the east face of Taulliraju (@ S. Skelton).
Below (on the left): Ben Dare on the steep icy slopes of Caraz 4 (@ S. Skelton).
Below (on the right): a moment before the collapse on Caraz 4 (@ S. Skelton).
On the right: first objective of the expedition in the Peron Valley (@ B.Dare).
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After duct taping my helmet back into one-piece Ben and 
I returned for an attempt on the central line of  Caraz 2. 
Due to El Nino, the wet season hadn’t been very wet and 
but it still somehow rained or snowed on us every afterno-
on. The ice pack under foot was light, riddled with large, 
new, blue chunks of  ice. Our path through the glacier led 
under two towers of  obviously active seracs, their faces 
deep and blue overhanging above us like a loaded gun. 
we'd learned not to play with loaded guns.
Back at the Paron basecamp, I was enticed to go rockclim-
bing on the Sphinx with Rose Pearson. We climbed fast 
but on the 14th pitch, it began to snow. The weather was 
two hours ahead of  schedule and we bailed two pitches 
from the top to a social bivvy at the base.
Meanwhile Ben was by himself, fighting through an ice 
line high on the left side of  Pyramid's stunning East Face. 
He went rope soling and in the wee hours of  the morning 
established a new ice and mixed line.
After a recharge of  beer, steak and culture in Huaraz we 
were ready for our main objectives in the Santa Cruz 
Valley.
 

Below: Ben Dare and Steven Skeldon enjoying a well deserved beer after the mishap 
on Caraz 4 (@ arch. S. Skelton).
Above: the “present” of the Caraz 4 accident (@ S. Skelton).
On the right: Skeldon during the ascent of Taulliraju (@ B.Dare).
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SANTA CRUZ VALLEY

The Santa Cruz in a popular trek for tourists in the An-
dees and its popularity is partly attributed to the view. 
For two days the head of  the valley is dominated by the 
stunning south face of  Taulliraju. It is perhaps one of  
the Andes most famous mountains. It is the icon of  the 
old Inca trading trail across Punta Union Pass. There are 
thousand-year-old corrals, donkeys, dogs, horses, tents 
and mountains. 
Taulliraju is one of  the ranges hardest to mountains to 
climb. While it is a sought after summit, it has likely seen 
about 20 ascents. The the icy summit can be plastered 
in powder snow, and all its rides and faces are steep and 
exposed.

El Nino (2016) had made for unsuspecting conditions on 
Taulliraju. Most of  the classic ice lines on the southwest 
face hadn’t yet formed. Everything was a mystery. 
Ben and I’s primary objective was to climb a new route 
on the east face of  Taulliraju. We would access it by clim-
bing the first few pitches of  “The Guides Route”, which 
was established by three French mountain guides in 1978. 

We took a day to explore the approach then returned the 
following morning with 5 days of  supplies.
Climbing off  the glacier, I led the first two pitches of  The 
Guides Route. It was fun rock climbing up great cracks 
but certainly a 1970’s 5.8! Moving onto ice Ben took the 
lead past some lose and plastered mixed climbing. He ran 
it through three pitches to the ridge where we crossed to 
a platform and set up our tent.
The moon was full and the summit of  Taulliraju was a 
show of  headlights as we watched our friends Steve, Dan 
and Matt abseil towards us. They had just become the 
first of  their country to summit.
The next morning, armed with three photographs of  
the east face, we rappelled 60 meters onto the Nevado 
Taulliraju. We were very committed but it was a blue-
bird morning without a breath of  wind. It was hot! We 
wove our way between crevasses and descended under 
the cliffs which separated the climbed territory, from the 
unclimbed territory. Everything in front of  us was virgin 
alpine material. We'd only seen the face in photographs a 

On the left: during the ascent of Taulliraju (@ S. Skeldon)
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million times, but we’d never actually seen it.
Wrapping around the low base of  the East Face it began 
to show itself... a shield of  granite like a ravens beak plun-
ging into the glacier at our feet. It stretched almost 700m 
from the foot of  the mountian to the edge of  its northeast 
ridge. The lower half  was polished and smooth, the up-
per half, broken and featured. We skirted around the base 
of  the route and followed the snow towards a left leading 
ledge system. 
Once off  the snow and on the rock we put our rock shoes 
on, strapped our boots to the pack and lead off  into the 
immaculate granite. The first pitch climbed through blo-
cky cruxes to reach the arête where walls steepened and 
the rock blanked out. The only feature was to the left in 
the snowy shade. It was a dark, wet looking streak which 
provided gear and a very welcome technical mantle back 
to the arête.
Later under a massive overhang, I climbed a slab to the 
right of  the deep orange colored feature. Another pitch 
later and I crossed back left, underclinging off  a 6 inch 
ledge 10 feet over my partner.
For the next 7 or so pitches we continued to climb what 
we call the East Face Rock Rib. At each belay we had a 
nice ledge which was well protected from rock fall. We 
had sun all morning. The altitude wasn’t affecting us and 
the psyche was high! I was fired up! I came across a 20m 
long perfect handcrack and charged up it without placing 
gear. 
On some parts of  the climb the alpine sediment would 
clog the cracks with a fine snady powder. With a scrape 
of  the ice tool the dust would clear from the cracks and 
a perfect place for a sinker cam and a finger lock would 
appear. It was going so well. We were flying.
With about an hour of  daylight left we topped out. I ki-
cked a 2-meter-high wall of  wavy rime ice off  the northe-
ast ridge, and the sun shone through the vacant space to 
our belay. We found a ledge on the north face which was 
big and safe enough for a harness-less bivvy. The dusk 
took hold and the land dropped, darkening the amazon 
jungle, then tuning everything black and white.

We moved quite casually the next morning as the sun 
warmed our ledge. Ben commented how it was fantastic 
to have a ledge which was both sunny in the morning and 
the evening. Equatorial I suppose. 
He led off, working down around the huge shield of  gra-
nite on the north face. The climbing was much different 
here. It had the classic Peruvian Andees cornices and ice 
daggers hanging over us. Ice piled in giant patches against 

the granite, creating islands of  overhanging icicles. It was 
imposing and awesome, steep and varied. It was a mixed 
climbing at its finest.
After two hard pitches we found ourselves below the 
summit headwall. It looked fierce and frozen but there 
seemed to be a path through the roofs of  icicles. Ben fol-
lowed it. He moved left through an icy overhang, brea-
king off  shards of  ice which came down, bouncing off  my 
body. The clouds threatening and now they were trying 
to start a fight. Ben disappeared in the mist above a roof. 
A few seconds later I heard him.
“I'm on the summit, dude! I'm on the summit!” 
I looked up and saw his fist double pump in the thick air 
of  5860m. Soon we both sat there in the gray mist of  the 
summit, resting our backs against the two billows of  snow 
which separates a narrow bottomless slot of  abys down 
the east face. We laughed, cried a little and sat silently in 
amazement.

There was no time to dwell. Expecting snow at any mo-
ment we started to move. Not really knowing the way 
down we began to rappel and tried to follow the footsteps 
of  our friends from two nights ago. Taulliraju had been 
busy!
Several V threads later the full moon seemed to burn 
off  the clouds and we stumbled across the slowly moving 
southeast ridge to the sanctity of  our tent. I was buzzing 
around at the tent, melting snow, organizing gear, making 
tea. The thrill of  the climb was pumping in my veins. It 
was so perfect. 
A ziplock food bag full of  last night's pee spilled a lit-
tle when I awoke in the morning. Small price to pay I 
thought. We moved slowly, not rushing to make our five 
rappels back to the glacier. Ben led the rappels, stretching 
all of  70m between our descents. We were 20m from the 
bottom when our ropes got stuck. 
Back on the ground we left the imposing skyline of  Tau-
liiraju for the less dramatic horizon of  Peru's west coast. 
Sipping beers, staring at girls and eating cerviche we bre-
athed the thick sea level air, recovering from our body de-
teriorating adventures at altitude. The routine of  society 
began to re-establish itself  in our psyche, but the beauty 
of  the mountains that opened themselves to us, the expe-
rience of  climbing them and the frailty of  our existence 
that they so blatantly portray will resonate forever in our 
memories and actions. ■

On the right: Skeldon in action on a fantastic rock pitch on Taulliraju (@ B. Dare)
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ROARING GRANITES 

THE PILIER ROUGE 
OF BROUILLARD
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■ Brouillard “fog” in french, is also the titanic ridge that 
runs down from the summit of  Mont Blanc all the way 
down to the Val Veny. It extends for 7 kilometers with a 
total elevation gain of  3100mt. The name originates from 
the word “Broilla” (it stems after thousand mutations from 
the celtic word “Broga”) and it means a small marsh. Ho-
wever, that “fog” which stems from the french translation 
gives a better sense of  mystery and remoteness of  the 
third great ridge (together with the Innominata ridge and 
Peuterey”) of  the south side of  Mont Blanc. 
The Brouillard ridge always suffered from an inferiority 
syndrome compared with its bigger sisters. Less beautiful 
aesthetically (and famous) of  the Peuterey ridge, less po-
pular and accessible compared to the innominata ridge. 
“famous” for the bad quality of  its rock, the Brouillard 
ridge ended being identified only for it being a massive 
wall that acts as  background to the stunning skyline for-
med by Aiguille Noire and Blanche of  Peuterey the Fre-
ney Glaciers and Brouillard and other beauties on the 
south side of  Mont Blanc. However, it is this obscure rid-
ge that  gets  revenge on its sisters when one looks at the 
fact that the famous Pillars of  Mont Blanc rest on its side. 
The pillars are colossal statues of  rock, ranging from 300 
meters to almost 750 meters and act as sentinels to the gla-

ciers of  Freney (on the left side where the Innominata and 
Brouillard ridge meet) and Brouillard (on the right side 
of  the Innominata ridge) the most famous is the Freney 
pillar – the tallest, most beautiful and dangerous. Here in 
1961 took place a tragedy that involved Walter Bonatti 
and costed the life of  four alpinist, Two teams of  alpinist 
were forced to retreat from the summit of  the Pillar, the so 
called Chandelle in the middle of  an odd summer storm 
that lasted for days. The danger comes from the fact that 
when you climb up the Freney Pillar ( which rests on the 
Brouillard ridge but overlooks the Freney Glacier) you are 
committed to get to the top of  Mont Blanc if  you want to 
return down to the valley. In order to reach the summit 
of  Mont Blanc you still have to climb the last part of  the 
Brouillard ridge which at 4600m is perhaps the most re-
mote and dangerous place in the Alps because of  its full 

In opening: the south side of Mont Blanc, on the left the Brouillard glacier with the 
pillars carrying the same name, on the right the Freney Basin with its pillars (@ L. 

Signorelli).

Below (on the left): the Guiglermina brothers whom firstly managed to ascend the 
Brouillard ridge through the Col Emile Rey
Below (on the right) Andrea Oggioni and Walter Bonatti in 1954
On the right: the first pitch of the Bonatti Route (@ Piergiorgio Lotito).
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exposure and no escape to the weather coming from the 
west ( which usually brings in bad weather, often suddenly).

A friend of  mine whom once happened to get caught in 
a  storm during the final part of  the Innominata ridge 
told me “it was like being in a turned on  washing machi-
ne together with a ton of  ice”. Similarly, but slightly less 
famous are the other pillars of  Freney. The Left one, The 
hidden one (Derobeè) and Pillar Gervasutti. Which are 
all pure alpine routes, the ones that prepare you for even 
more difficult challenges in the higher ranges. The tone is 
different (even though the commitment doesn't change) if  
one stays on the left side of  the Innominata ridge in the 
proper Brouillard basin. Here the pillars are more stocky, 
more massive and slightly lower. But still as pretty. The 
difference in the type of  rock among the pillars and the 
ridge onto which they rest becomes clear from far away, 
even from the valley floor in Valle D'aosta. The pillars are 
made of  red compact protogin granite (characteristic that 
makes Mont Blanc famous) with veins of  quartz. The rid-
ge behind them is red and compact in its lower part but 
towards the summit becomes suddenly greyish and black. 
The rock is not anymore the perfect granite of  Mont 
Blanc, but  gneiss stacked in debris, the remains of  an an-
tidiluvian “pre-MontBlanc massif ” that existed before the 
current one and of  which only these remains exist. 

Even if  the thrust is reduced, the beauty and the quality 
of  the climbing experience  remain the same. Among all 
pillars of  the Brouillard ridge (there are five in total) the 
most famous one and certainly the most beautiful is the 
“Pilastro Rosso” or Red Pillar. It seems like it has been 
drawn by an architect of  fantasy settings, carved in the 
shape of  a statue that pushes out of  the main ridge. Seen 
from the valley floor it strikes but perhaps does not seduce. 
To understand its greatness it is necessary to climb up the 
sides of  the Brouillard glacier at the top of  the Monzino 
refuge. (a summer excursion mandatory for anyone  that 
s time in Val Veny) or with the necessary equipment and 
skills a hike to the bivouacs installed on the side of  the 
Innominata ridge. From this vantage point the Red Pillar 
strikes the imagination in an obsessive way. It seems like 
one can  touch it and any Alpinist is compulsively drawn 
to climb it.

On the left: a detail of the Brouillard Pillars (@ L. Signorelli).
On the right: along the Bonatti Route  (@ Piergiorgio Lotito).
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Even in years of  research on the history of  mountainee-
ring in the Mont Blanc Massif, I can't seem to find a star-
ting point in the history of  the Brouillard Pillar. A moment 
registered in a book or article in which someone seriously 
posed the problem to climb it. The brothers Gugliermi-
na (whom first climbed the ridge from this side through 
the “Col Emil Rey”) or  Geoffrey Winthrop Young the 
enigmatic British Alpinist (and poet, educator and artisto-
crat) certainly must have thought about it but they never 
reported it in their books. The two books written by these 
great Alpinist of  the beginning of  the century (“Vette” by 
Gugliermina and Lampugnani and “On High Hills” by 
Young). Therefore it seems,  that before Walter Bonatti 
there had been almost nothing. 
Which is not unusual, Bonatti whom climbed the pillar in 
the beginning of  July 1960 together with Andrea Oggioni 
had many intuitions on the possibility to go where many 
thought it would be impossible to go. An example among 
many, the ascent of  Gran Capucin with Luciano Ghigo 

in 1951. The description that Bonatti himself  makes of  
the ascent in his famous book “Le Mie Montagne” begins 
from scratch as if  the pillar was born out of  nothing. Bo-
natti only states that the pillar was there, that the problem 
of  its ascent was evident and that the difficulties of  access 
(which have not been reduced with the years but  perhaps 
are less adventurous with mobile phones and mountain 
rescue) were the reason that no one had yet attempted to 
climb the pillar. Personally I believe that at the time the 
technical difficulties and the altitude had discouraged any 
serious attempt at climbing the pillar. In 1960 the highest 
technical passage in alps above 4000 meters was the “bur-
gasser” on the Dent du Geant opened in 1935. Higher 
technical difficulties on granite had been opened at lower 
altitude (on the Drus, on the Jorasses east face and on the 
satellities of  the Tacul) but the combination of   length, 
remoteness and high technical difficulties (Bonatti would 
have to resort to 50 pitons) at that altitude and with that 
level of  commitment had not been tried yet. 

pilIER ROUGE

CENTRAL PILLAR

BONINGTON PILLAR

LEFT 
pilLAR 

BIV. ECCLES

FRENEY PILLARS

PIC ECCLES
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In 1959 Bonatti was already thinking about the Central 
Pillar of  Freney (In that year he'd try to climb it the first 
time, only to be stopped by bad weather) and in a certain 
sense the Red Pillar would represent an ideal rehearsal. 
Andrea Oggioni, whom had the same age as Bonatti also 
had great climbing experience both in aid climbing and 
in mixed climbing and was the perfect partner for this 
route. The pair attempted the Pillar the 27th of  June, ta-
king advantage of  the long days, the good conditions of  
the glacier and the low temperatures. However, the climb 
would turn out to be a catalog of  misfortune. Bonatti and 
Oggion starte the approach  towards the Pic Eccles which 
at the time did not have any fixed bivouac, because it had 
been destroyed by the accidental explosion of  an alchool 
stove that killed both occupants (an English couple buri-
ed in Courmayeur). During the approach a huge chunk 
of  serac collapsed missing the two climbers by a very 
small margin, so little that even the usually stoic Bonatti 
acknowledged some fear. 
Nonetheless, once reached the Pillar the climb goes fairly 
smoothly (as previously mentioned mostly using aid clim-
bing) so smoothly that neither Bonatti nor Oggioni ( In 
“Le mani sulla Roccia” published posthumously) mention 
anything special during the climb. The line follows a series 
of  chimneys and cracks (rigorously offwidth) that follow 

the left hand line of  the pillar. The line starts in a short 
but dangerous chimney (a new and more safe starting 
line would be opened in 1974 by Adi Burgess and Robert 
Shaw). 

Nowadays difficulties are considered “classical” (mostly 
due to the bolted belays, that obviously remove most of  
the uncertainties) but the route is athletic and often bru-
tal. Moreover, in the beginning of  the season the upper 
part is often iced. Anyway, Bonatti and Oggioni reach a 
point approximately 150 meters below the summit of  the 
pillar (which is 450 meters tall). They set themselves up 
for a bivy, but in the middle of  the night it begins to snow 
copiously. In 1960 weather forecasts are often unreliable 
and alpinist have to climb relying mostly on good fortune. 
Luck which apparently this time has abandoned Bonatti 
and his partner. At 150 meters below the summit of  the 
pillar one is still 300 meters below the ridge and almost 
600 meters (in reality 2 kilometers) from the summit of  
Mont Blanc and the descent. Its impossible to continue 
in the storm. However retreating is just as difficult. More 
than 300 meters of  rappels often overhanging. It is neces-
sary to descent the gully and the steep ramp on the glacier 
and from there clamber up towards the avalanche prone 
slopes of  the Pic Eccles.

Above : Patrick Berhault.
On the right: Jean Marc Boivin.
On the left: a detail of Brouillerd's Pillars (@ L. Signorelli).
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From this point there are only 1200m of  caotic glacier 
to reach safety. 
Bonatti promptly decides for the descent. All the worst ex-
pectations for the descent come true, the rappels are all 
one worse than the other, and the worst moment comes 
when in order to reach the gully and the slopes at the base 
of  the pillar onto which avalanches are coming one after 
the other, Bonatti firstly lowers Oggioni on 80 meters of  
rope – which are not enough – and then rappels to the 
slope. Here he slips and rolls over the bergschrund, but by 
miracle he is uninjured. Hence, Bonatti in order to stay 
clear of  the serac and in order to avoid the 50cm of  fresh 
snow  stays high on the side of  the glacier on the side of  
“Punta Innominata”, a much safer route but technically 
more difficult. Despite all these dangers they manage to 
reach the  Gamba Hut (the predecessor of  the Monzino 
Hut) at 22:00.

After such an experience, less great alpinist would have 
renounced. However, Bonatti being Bonatti, and Oggio-
ni being as tough as nails and a hard headed partner for 
Bonatti, whom he would regret all his life. Ten days later 
(with another stopped at the hut by bad weather) are again 
ready for another serious attempt at the pillar. This time, 
in the early phase of  the climb, a huge chunk of  ice co-
mes detached from the pillar and almost decapitates Og-
gion, who gets hit in the face and starts to bleed copiously. 
Oggioni was notoriously a very hard and resistant person 
(at levels that can hardly be imagined nowadays) and the 
climb continues without mayor problems (and with excel-
lent weather) the two reach the summit of  the pillar where 
they bivy. During the night clear signals show that the  we-
ather is changing again. Hence the two start at early dawn 
in order to reach the summit of  Mont Blanc (in normal 
conditions it takes 7 hours to reach the summit) before 
another storm. However again at 4700mt they get caught 
by the storm, in a spot close to the exit slopes of  the Inno-
minata ridge where the ridge become snowy. 
The storm becomes truly apocalyptic, alternating hail, 
snow and thunder, the next five hours became a matter of  
survival during which Bonatti had to use all his experience 
in order to save himself  and his partner. With zero visibi-
lity they managed to reach the Vallot Hut and safety they 
had just completed the  first ascent of  the Red Pillar of  
Brouillard. Two years later Bonatti and Oggioni will find 
themselves again blocked by the storm on another of  the 
Pillars of  Mont Blanc (The Central Pillar of  Freney) but 
this time the end will be terribly different. Forced to retreat 
from almost 4600m high on the Freney Pillar after days of  

suffering in the storm, tied with four french alpinist and 
an italian with much less experience Bonatti and Oggioni 
would lead a dramatic retreat towards the Freney glacier 
which ended with the tragic death of  four alpinist among 
which Oggioni himself. 

The question arises about what worked on the Red pillar 
that had not worked on the Central Pillar. The feeling of  
the author (but only a feeling) is that the flexibility and 
the speed of  the Bonatti-Oggioni team in 1959 were not 
comparable to the slowness and the problems of  commu-
nication of  the 1961 team, during which Bonatti had to 
lead out of  a hell of  snow and cold seven people with two 
in critical physical condition. 

The route on the Red Pillar sees very few ascents up to 
the 1980s, when fashion changes and some of  the stron-
gest climbers of  the time look for new challenges in such 
a mythical place. Among them a strong group from Pied-
mont that developed their skills in the 1970s in the period 
of  the “Nuovo Mattino” they are Flaviano Bessone, Isido-
ro Meneghin, Mario Pellizzaro and are led by Ugo “Pan 
e Pera” Manera. All of  them very skilled (Meneghin at 
the time is perhaps the strongest Italian aid climber) with 
an very extensive experience in the Mont Blanc range. In 
1980 they search for a line in 1980 on the opposite side of  
the Bonatti route (which Manera had repeated two years 
before) on the outer edge of  the  Red Pillar. They manage 
to open a route, in many way different than the Bonat-
ti route. Gone are the  heroic fights against bad weather 
and the hairline retreats. The new school does not feel the 
necessity to get to the summit at all costs (Manera would 
end the route at the summit of  the Pillar) Nonetheless, the 
route is very hard, technically perhaps the most difficult 
route opened at the time on the south side of  Mont Blanc. 
The four climbers had to fight quite hard to get to the 
top of  the pillar managing to open a very sustained line 
on excellent rock. Manera was not  shy about expressing 
his opinion on the climbing community at the time, espe-
cially criticizing the progressive influence of  sponsorship 
in the climbing world. The name of  the route “Via dei 
Dilettanti” or “Route of  the amateurs” ironically reflects 
this vision. 

On the right: climbing on Les Anneaux Magiques (@ Luca Schiera).
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Three years later, the great french (but residing in Italy) 
mountain guide Patrick Gabarrou and his climbing part-
ner Alexis Long. On the red pillar they manage to open 
an even more direct route naming it “Direct route of  the 
Red Pillar”. The route gains immediate notoriety and the 
openers state that it is the most beautiful route among tho-
se on the Mont Blanc Pillars. In reality in upper part of  
the route (which alternates hard sections both in aid and 
in freeclimbing) overlap the Manera Route, which at the 
time caused some controversy. Controversy was also cre-
ated by the appearance of  Bolts which had been avoided 
by Bonatti (who hated them) as well as by Manera and 
his friends. In reality the bolts were only two and accor-
dingto subsequent repeaters the route they do not deduct 
anything from the beauty and difficulty of  this line, still 
seldom repeated. 

In 1989 the Red Pillar sees the appearance of  Michel Pio-
la, the most prolific and known of  the openers of  modern 
routes in the Mont Blanc Massif  in the 1980s and 1990s. 
Piola along with Daniel Anker, opens a typical “Piola ro-
ute”, which follows a line of  slabs and cracks between the 
Direct Route and the Bonatti route. The route aims at dif-

ficulty and beauty rather than following a logical line of  
weakness. Piola would as usual also place some bolts, ho-
wever his route did not even get to the top of  the pillar (the 
last part would be completed in 1990 by another team). 
Nonetheless, due to the quality of  its climbing this route 
quickly becomes very popular and despite the effort it ta-
kes to get to the base of  the route in some summer days 
of  the 1990s it was possible to see many rope parties on 
this line at the same time. “Anneaux Magiques” (the name 
originates from the flakes at the base of  the route which 
look like rock rings) and for a certain period its becomes 
the most popular route on the pillar. However nowadays 
thanks to some strange change in climbing trends the ori-
ginal Bonatti-Oggioni route is again the most yearned for 
probably due to the  bolted belays (on a slightly different 
line than the original one) which make it much easier to 
retreat. 

Below: from the Rouge Pillar a detaile of the high Brouillard glacier, with Pic Eccles, 
from where go down into the Combe to approach the pillar (@ Piergiorgio Lotito).
A destra: along the Bonatti Route (@ Piergiorgio Lotito).

PIC ECCLES

COL ECCLES
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A short note on the winter ascents (season during which 
the Mont Blanc massif  is wild like “the old days”) and 
the solitaries: the first winter ascent of  the Bonatti route 
was done by two Japanese climbers, R. Ito and H. Oga-
wa whom not only climbed the route to the top of  Mont 
Blanc but also descended the same route (rappelling the 
gully between the Red Pillar and Left Pillar!) The second 
winter ascent was completed in 1983 by Jean Marc Boi-
vin and Patrick Berhault (in a record time). The first solo 
ascent was done by Francois Marsigny in 1985. Marsigny 
descended by the Innominata ridge and continued in solo 
on the  Central Pillar of  Freney. Lastly, in 1989 Tomo Ce-
sen claimed (but there are some doubts) to have solo clim-
bed the Red Pillar of  Freney by the Direct Route in winter. 

Just as all the solo climbs by Cesen way to many people 
have wasted time debating his claims. ■

Below: on the compact slabs of Anneaux Magiques (@ L. Schiera).
On the right: a detail of the fantastic rock on Red pillar, at the base of Anneaux 
Magiques (@ L. Schiera).
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